MISSION
To protect and preserve the Hitchcock Woods in a natural and ecologically healthy state, maintain and manage historic and traditional equestrian and pedestrian uses, and foster education and research on the history and resources of the Woods.

VISION
To maintain and restore the ecological integrity of the Hitchcock Woods and to serve as a model for sustainable urban forestry, balancing stewardship of forestland natural resources with compatible human uses.
The Hitchcock Woods Foundation has had a banner year, thanks to all of our donors, supporters, volunteers, sponsors, our hardworking trustees and last but certainly not least, our incredible and dedicated staff.

**Our Mission.** To protect and preserve the Hitchcock Woods in a natural and ecologically healthy state, maintain and manage historic and traditional equestrian and pedestrian uses, and foster education and research on the history and resources of the Woods.

**Our Staff.** This past year we restructured our office and Woods staff to enable the Foundation to embrace this mission with more focus and resolution. We increased our Woods staff from two to three employees and this team, under the leadership of Woods Superintendent, Bennett Tucker, has done just that and then some. One just has to read Bennett’s Annual Letter to grasp the enormity of what they have accomplished. Hats off to Bennett, Mike Grabowski and our newest and very able member, Frank Morelli.

Our Woods Team could not do what they do without the amazing support of our office staff. Joanne Gunnell, our Foundation Administrator, makes certain the Woods staff has everything they need, keeps the trustees on their toes and sees to it that the everyday administrative workings of the office, (no small task!) is accomplished with efficiency and effectiveness. She is assisted by the newest member of our office team, Karen Peters.

**Community Partners.** In our ongoing commitment to educate ourselves and the public, the Foundation continues to stay engaged with many regulatory, institutional and private partners throughout the year. We attend the South Carolina Prescribed Fire Council each fall, host Clemson University’s Forestry Camp, work with our local USCA’s Biology program and the Longleaf Alliance on workshops to educate others about the longleaf ecosystem, as well as our local NRCS office on different restoration practices.

The Foundation is partnering with the Aiken Land Conservancy and the Girl Scouts to premier an annual event in 2020 designed to educate and delight a new generation of conservationists. We also participate in the City of Aiken’s Earth Day festivities and we continue to work with organizations such as the Bluebird Society to protect the wildlife and wildlife habitat in the Woods.

Moreover, our popular 2018 Annual Festival of the Woods was a great success. We were honored to have Dr. Patrick McMillian back as a speaker, and we held a field day for a local school at the show grounds to educate our local youth about the history and beauty of the Woods.

Finally, the Foundation is proud to continue its over one-hundred-year partnership with the Aiken Hounds, the oldest drag hunt in the country.

**Archaeological Findings.** The Woods is also home to many well-documented archeological findings, which we continue to work, catalogue, protect and preserve. Just two years ago, a momentous discovery was made in the Sand River corridor of the Woods: the remnants of the 1833 Charleston to Hamburg railroad. These remnants include intact pieces of rail, siding and other antiquated early railroad equipment that, until now, have only been seen in pre-Civil War engineering and design drawings and do not exist in physical form anywhere else in the world. The Foundation, the city, railroad historians, the archeologists of the SC Department of Natural Resources and the Best Friends of the Railroad are working to secure, protect and preserve these remnants for future generations.

**Stormwater.** In 2017, the Board determined that finding a solution to the escalating erosion and damage to the Woods caused by the city’s unmanaged stormwater is a top priority of the Foundation. In 2018, the Foundation and the city reached an historic agreement for a shared solution to resolve this sixty-year problem that has destroyed and continues to destroy acres of the Woods fragile habitat, ecosystem and artifacts. Until the implementation of the stormwater plan is complete, the Foundation will continue to work diligently with the city to eliminate the ongoing damage and ultimately to restore the Sand River channel.

The old saying “it takes a village” is so true with the Hitchcock Woods. When the Hitchcocks created the Foundation and donated the Woods, they did not establish an endowment to help offset the costs of preserving this extraordinary resource, so every single donor, sponsor and volunteer is critical to the very existence and the future of the Hitchcock Woods as we know it today.

I did not say that lightly: none of this would be possible without our annual donors and sponsors. Your generosity makes it possible for this magnificent, uniquely Southern urban forest to thrive for the benefit of the entire Aiken community.

On behalf of the Foundation’s Board of Trustees, thank you. We are grateful for everything you do to help us protect and preserve the Woods for future generations.
“The purpose of conservation: The greatest good to the greatest number of people for the longest time.” ~ Gifford Pinchot, the first Chief of the U.S. Forest Service

The Hitchcock family surely embraced the vision of Gifford Pinchot when they formed the Hitchcock Woods Foundation in 1939. I often dwell on the legacy of the Hitchcocks and their extraordinary gift to the Aiken community—whether on foot, on horseback, strolling with their canine companions, bird watching or just observing the forest as a naturalist. Over the past year I’ve met numerous visitors out in the Woods who were training for a race, or getting in shape to go hiking with friends in Alaska, or exercising their horses in the early morning hours to beat the summer heat. How fortunate we are to have a place like the Hitchcock Woods in our backyard for the public to enjoy.

The Hitchcock Woods is the largest natural urban forest in the country, home to the increasingly rare Longleaf pine ecosystem, 160 different species of wildlife and plants, and 35 distinct archaeological sites with state and national significance. I and my Woods Stewards, Mike Grabowski and Frank Morelli, consider it our sacred duty to protect, preserve and maintain the Woods for future generations.

This past fiscal year, we completed a 70-acre forest stand improvement fuel chipping operation in and around the Ridge Mile Track in the Foxes’ Den and the Lover’s Lane areas to ensure the ecological health of the forest and reduce the potential for wildfire. These management units will be slated to be prescribed burned in early 2020.

In addition, I am proud to report our 2018-2019 prescribed burning program hit a new high: since November 30th of 2018, our HWF Prescribed Fire Team has completed 636 acres of prescribed burning. The results have been gratifying—not only does our burn program protect the neighboring communities from potentially devastating wildfires, it is also the foundation of our efforts to restore and protect the increasingly rare Longleaf pine ecosystem that at one time dominated 90 million acres of the Southern landscape.

To cap off our fire season, I am humbled to report that I was awarded, on behalf of the HWF the South Carolina Prescribed Fire Council Fire Practitioner of the Year award for “Excellence in prescribed fire management and advocacy.” This would not have been possible without the effort of the staff, board, fire team and our Hitchcock Woods Foundation supporters!

The Longleaf pine stands in the Woods also provide critical foraging habitat areas for the federally endangered Red-cockaded woodpeckers (RCWs), which we reintroduced back in 2016. I am happy to report that there are now nine active clusters of RCWs throughout Hitchcock Woods, with roughly forty birds on the local landscape. On a daily basis, we thrill to hear the birds foraging throughout Hitchcock Woods. The success of our RCW program is an ecological success story on every level.

In the fall of 2018, the Foundation activated the long-standing volunteer work crew of the Woods called the Axe Club. Comprised of supporters of the Aiken Hounds and the Woods, these volunteers assisted the HWF staff in the annual undertaking of restoring the brush in all of the historic drag line jumps. With their help and hard work, all eighty of the jumps were re-brushed and ready for the commencement of the Aiken Hounds hunting season. Thank you to all who came out to assist in that endeavor!

I would like to thank our Woods Resource Stewards, Mr. Mike Grabowski and Mr. Frank Morelli for their hard work through the year to help keep Hitchcock Woods the enjoyable forest it is day in and day out!

Thank you for your continued support in everything we do to make the Woods a special place for the people of this great community. As always, see you around the Woods!
Stewards of the Woods
Anonymous
Elizabeth (Biz) Carey
Nancy H. Henze
Howard M. Hickey, Jr. and Linda C. Hickey
Sara and Rich McNeil
Rick Wilson and David Trachtenberg

Woods Legacy Society
Holly Houghton#
Andrew and Gray King
Linda Knox McLean
Bill and Anne Pezzano
Lito and Gina Salatino
Joanna and David Samson
Ms. Barbara G. Uskup
Deirdre Stoker Vaillancourt
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**Cumulative Giving from July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019**

The Hitchcock Woods Foundation works very hard to ensure that our donor information is listed correctly, however, occasional mistakes do occur. Please contact the Foundation office at 803.642.0528 with any questions or corrections.
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**Platinum Society* Gifts of $25,000 or more**

- Robert and Jane Hottensen
- Holly Houghton#
- Robert K. Johnson Foundation
- Yawkey Foundation

**Gold Society* Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999**

- Dr. Elizabeth Carey and Mr. Thomas G. Sitzmann
- Elizaclark Darden
- LPR Charitable Trust
- Richard and Sara M’Neil#
- NRCS
- Mrs. George Ohrstrom, Jr.
- Lorain Peralta-Ramos

**Silver Society* Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999**

- Mrs. Patricia Annette Burns
- Mrs. Mrs. Alan L. Corey III
- Mrs. Courtley Conger#
- Mrs. Patricia Annette Burns
- Dr. and Mrs. Carl R. Hampf
- Mr. and Mrs. William Gutfarb

**Benefactor Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499**

- Aiken Art Annex
- Aiken Equine & Associates, PA
- Aiken Hounds
- Albert C. Bostwick Foundation
- Ian and Daphne Angus
- Ms. Dione Appleton*
- Lori Austin and Paula Bosque
- Patience Bannister
- Barker Welfare Foundation
- Ceelie and Bill Beacham*
- Mrs. Charles Becker*
- Helen Tarnowski Boyce*
- Dr. Andrew Clark and Kathleen Sullivan
- The Community Foundation for the CSRA
- Kevin and Alice Concagh
- Mr. R. Thomas Cox, III
- Scott and Wylie Doughty
- Ellenburg Asset Management Corp.
- Mark John Elliott
- Equus Holdings LLC
- Nancy C. Francis#
- Taylor and Leslie Garnett
- Daniel and Cathy Geitner
- Mary Goodyear
- Greater Aiken Chamber of Commerce
- Mr. and Mrs. William Gutfarb
- Dr. and Mrs. Carl R. Hampf

**Sponsor Gifts of $500 to $999**

- Aiken Pest Control, Inc.
- Mr. Simon Aldrich
- Susan Baker
- Barron Consultants LLC
- Rebel Ranch Horse Tours
- Henry Bell*
- Jean Bickley
- Edward Conley Braun
- Nicholas and Sarah Bridges*
- Richard Brown
- Cawthra Burns
- Nancy A. Bush*
- David and Laura Callahan
- Anne Campbell
- Mark and Nancy Carman
- Carolina Outdoors and Equipment Co., LLC
- Christopher L. Mann, Sullivan & Cromwell
- Caleb and Faris Connor
- Michael J. Costigan, CPA LLC
- Keith and Georgann Crawford*
- Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jewell
- Judy L. Cunningham*
- Frederica Davis
- Horst and Amanda Donner* 
- Steve and April Drew*
- John and Heather Emery
- Energy Star Construction
- Caryn Etherington#
- Fox Run Farrier Service
- Edward and Leslie Giobbe#
- Laird Grant
- Mrs. Peter Lansingh Gray#
- Susan Gross and Fred Tucker
- Gary and Penny Gungino
- Anthony and Sandra Harris
- James and Cathy Hedges
- John Heyser
- Dr. Jim and Jackie Hill#
- John J. Hoffmann
- Joel and Corinne Houston
- I. J. White Corporation
- Mrs. Samuel Jewell
- Joshua Jackson Builders
- Jim and Janet Kabel
- Kevin Kennedy
- Lauren Kratovil
- Karen Lackinger
- Larlee Construction
- Elliott M. Lebowitz
- Livingston Insurance Agency, Inc.
- Cindy Lylet
- William A. Macilwain, IV
- R. Hunt Macmillian, III
- James Magerfield

---

*Woods Leadership Giving Societies #Charter Members
Margaret Marion and Jim Sproull
Bruce Matson
Tom and Barbara Matthews#
Mark J. M'Carty
Gene and Sharon McClure
Louise Mellon
Nancy Milliken
Kermit D. Moore
Bob and Cindy Moore
Barbara Morgan and Fred Andrea
Multilis Land Company
Don and Sandie Nicolasen
Northern Trust Charitable Prog.
at the Chicago Comm. Fdn.
Mrs. Daniel B. O'Brien
Juliette O'Donnell
Barry and Cyndy Olliff
Charles and Carol Pexa
Rhett Riviere
Lydia L. Rose
Jack and Katie Roth
David and Maggie Sacks
Lito and Gina Salatino
Mrs. Russell E. Schurtz#
Danielle Sertick
Dr. and Mrs. Harry E. Shealy, Jr.#
Samuel Slater
Alexander Sloane
Sharon Smith
Allan and Phyllis Sorensen
James Stainbrook
Cynthia Steinmetz
Mrs. Louise H. Stephaich#
Linda and Michael Stern
John Stiles
Thalia and Robert Stoddard
Sunfield, Inc.
Margaret Tribert#
Barb Uskup#
Norma Valentine
David and Monica Vaughan
L. Dieter Voegele, MD
Alicia von Lossberg
Mr. and Mrs. Gary A. Warzecha
Ray White
Linzee and Lena Whittaker
Boyd and Charlotte Wiedeman#
Randy, Girl and Caroline
Dale Wolcott#

**Hitchcock Woods Foundation Contributors**

Robert and Elizabeth Alexander
Jacquie and David Allen#
Allstate, Tom Young
Dominick and Beth Aloia*
Altanes Investments
Drs. Bijan and Mary Amini
David Andrews and Del Hickey
Pim and Pat Andringa*
Jeffrey and Karin Anneckino
Mell and Corrine Ashton
Mike and Shonna Athmann*
Ann M. Austin
Automotive Workbench, LLC
Jonathan and Rosemary Avery
Avoca Equine, LLC
Annabelle Axinn and Stephen
Hallowell*
Jery and Carol Axner*
Laura Bagwell and Miles
Denham*
Dr. and Mrs. Mathew Barber
Aiken Women's Club
Doris Baumgarten
Gene and Judy Beaulieu*
Michael and Diana Bickford*
Amanda Blake
Kiki Blalock
Allison Blood
Doug and Ann Boessneck
Valerie and Barry Bornstein
Tom Bossard and Len Cherry
Mr. Tim Bostock
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bostwick
Drs. Robert and Carol Botsch*
Amanda Boyd
Cragan Kai Bradly
Peter and Ronnie Brainard*
Steve and Doris Briggs*
Lee G. Brockington
Sissy Brodie*
Gary and Louann Bronstein
Peter C. Brooks
Denis and Bev Brosnan
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Brunson
Barry and Brenda Buchanan
Lucy Bureau
John and Gail Butler
Christine and Robert Byrne
Jeremy Cafferata
Mr. R. Bruce Cameron and Ms. Gayle Guadagno*
The Stable on the Woods
Carroll Law Offices, P.A.
Lynn F. Carter*
Cary Frommer
Louise Cass
Henry Cato*
Mary Anne Cavanaugh
Cedar Creek Ladies Club
Mr. Frederick J. Chamblin*
Ken and Jenny Chase#
Samuel Chew
Walt and Jeanette Ciciora*
Mary E. Clarkson*
Bernadette Clayton*
Jay and Michele Clifton
Dr. Tom W. Cofer
Jim Coleman
Charles Combier*
Preston and Blanche Conger
Kenneth and Amy Connor*
George and Ann Cook*
Kenny and Tammy Cook
Tara Cooper
Bud and Bonnie Coward
Ed and Robin Coward*
Elizabeth Cronk-Horch
Crosby School of Dance
Jewelle Bradley Crowley
Kathleen J. Cunningham
Kevin and Mary Curran
Steven and Wendy Currier
Ms. Irene Y. Curtis
Dr. and Mrs. James Cutsinger
Mr. Ernst Cvikel
Paul and Kris d'Entremont*
John Dabney*
Ralph and Sandra Dale*
Susan and George Dalzell*
Roger and Lydia Dane*
Tim and Anna Dangerfield*
Darren Hauesler Farrier Services, LLC
Margaret Ann Davies
Patricia Davies*
Henry V. Davis
DeWayne and Laura Deal*
Fred and Louise Dearborn
Leland DeHart
Duane and Wendy Demello
Karen Dempsey
Robin Derrick*
Designer Decks & Fence, Inc.
Isobel Desmond
Shawna Dietrich
Lisa V. Diller
Chelsey Dimsdale
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J.
DiStefano*
Jennifer Domenico
Robert F. Donhauser
John and Joan Donnelly
Kim Dorfman*
Marqueeqe Dorger*
Richard and Erin Dozier, Jr.
Matthew and Susan Duperri
Durbanc-Laird Insurance
Jen Easters
Gregory L. and Stefanie S. Eaves
Bruce and Maxine Eberhard#
Tara Economakis
Ann Eddins
Pam and Jerry Edinger
Dana Eiser
David Ellett
Chad and Lydia Elliott
Daniel and Gayle Elliott
Mark and Kelly Jo Elliott
Geoff and Shannon Ellis
Harriet Ellis
Dr. and Mrs. James Elmore
Emily Smith Show Jumping, LLC
Michael H. Emmer
Edward and Gabrielle Enom
Natalie Epstein
Equine Enterprises, LLC
Equus Events
Kevin G. Eubanks DMD P.A.
Keith and Jean Marie Evringham
Tom and Shelly Farmer
Scott and Meg Ferguson
Andrew and Margaret Ferrara
Kurt and Susan Fichtner
Fidelity Charitable
Angie C. Flanagan#
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fliefit#
Vera A. Fontana
Margaret Ford
Eric and Christina Fox
Tom Francolino and Leale Brandt
Dennis and Janice Freeland
Iris W. Freeman#
Frederick Freppel
Ron and Carol Garrett#
Ann D. Garvin#
James and Trudy Gaughan
George and Mary Gaunt
John and Bridgette Gerstenga#
James and Ann Gillam
Brendan and Peggy Gilligan
Peggy Dean Glenn
Sonny and Polly Goldston
Cathy Gomez
Christie Goodwick
Virginia Goodyear
Stephen and Ruth Gordy
Amy and Rob Gray#
Cynthia and Stephen Greene
Lynda Schewe Gries
Charles and Phyllis Groover
Dennis and Joanne Gunnell
Sarah Guy
Mel and Joyce Haas
Mr. John Haddon
Greg and Lynn Hall
Scott and Julie Halvorsen
George and Diane Hano
Christie Hanson
Janet and Dennis Harks#
Elisabeth W. Harpham and Samuel J. Kursh
Theron E. Hart, Jr.
John and Faith Hawks
David and Sue Hayes#
Dr. Rose O. Hayes
Steve and Jean Heard#
Kathy Heath
Lee Henderson#
Robert and Caroline Hedrick
Jack and Carolyn Helmy
Faxon and Cornelia Henderson

**Supporter**

**Gifts of $100 to $499**

Anonymous
John Abbott and Mark Silva
AC Landscape Design, LLC
David and Ruth Ann Adam
Aiken Driving Club
Aiken Veterinary Clinics, P.A.
Aiken Yoga
Patricia J. Aitken*
Joy Albrecht
Karen L. Alexander*
Hitchcock Woods Foundation Contributors

Christian and Catherine
Hersacher
Tara Heuberger
Christopher and Erin Hickman
Gary and Lisa Hida
James Higgins
Anna Virginia Highsmith
Barbara Kiteley Hill
Eliza Carter Hill
Rebecca Hill
Bird Hoggren
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Holford
Ferrel L. Holley Jr.
Charlotte and Jim Holly#
Mike Hosang##
The Carolina Real Estate Co.
Don M. Houck
Lisa Hoverman
Linda and Sam Hunley#
Huston-Etheredge Companies#
Alexandra Isles
Jean P. Derrick Rentals
Michael and Toni Jerome
Robert H. Johnson#
Dana S. Jolley#
Jones Heating and Air
Barclay and Jean Jones
James C. Jordan#
Priscilla Jordan
Hogan and Paula Kane
Allison Kaplan Fink
David and Jane Keisler
Gilbert and Pamela Kennedy
The Kenneth K. Kinsey Family Foundation
KEQ LLC
Arnie and Joan Kiburz
Matthew and Natalie Kimball
Margaret Kimmel
Erin S. Kimer
Mark Kingsley
Catherine E Kinsey
Anne B. Kiser
Sue-Ellen Kleist
Linda Kling
Avery Klunick
Glenn and Jean Knowles
Dr. and Mrs. Warren C. Koehl
Joseph and Kim Konopinski
John and Elizabeth Korchon
Donald Kozma
Scot and Christy Kraeuter*
Brad and Magdalena Kuhn
Emile Labuschagne
Richard Lamb
Patrice Lamy and Karen Hodge
Mike and Anne Laver
Ann E. Lawhorne and David Lamey
William Lawless#
Bristol A. Lee
Kasey Lenz
Tricia Leslie
Wendy Lewis
Eve Auchincloss Lilley
Linda’s Bistro
Albert Lindemann
Angela Little and Tate Hilliard
James and Rebecca Lorraine
Tyler Love
Carole Lubburrow
Sherry D. Lukens
Mandy Lynch
John and Anna MacDonald
Stacy MacDonald
Betsy and Mark Mahoney
John and Kathleen Malmborg
Salvatore and Jane Manetta
Patricia Manigault
Martha Stokley
Jon G. Massey
Dr. Susan Preston-Mauks and Mr. Gary Mauks
Michelle Maurice
Tina M’Carty
Charles and Judith M’Connell
Jane M’Donald
Zack and Marys M’Ferren
Roy and Gail M’Lain
James and Gail M’Millen
John and Deborah M’Murtrie
Robert and Betty Meadows#
Melanie Jones
Teresa Metcalf
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Metzel
Pamela A. Middendorf
Jessica Miller
Peter and Jennifer Miller
Edna and Gary Mills
Raymond and Barbara Mills
George A. Milner, III
Don and Nina Milton
Jeff and Betsy Minton
Mrs. William G. Mitsch, Jr.#
Sam and Alina Mize
Kathy and David Modessit
James and Carolyn Moore
Tanja, Pamela and Michael Moore
Helen Morris
Sarah Morton
Wes Muckenfuss
Lynn Mullins
Mitch and Jessica Mussetter
Anne Matthias Muz
Kim Etherington Myers
Lalla Lee Farm, LLC
Nicholas and Valerie Nahorniak
Gilpin Netburn
Beth and Bob Newburn#
Rob and Jean Northrup
David Nye
Oak Manor Saddlery
Kay Oppenheimer
Michelle Orr
Dawn Osborne and Fred S. Robinson
P3 Rentals, LLC
Lucien and Karen Papouchado
Park Stud Inc.
Jim and Wendy Parker
Susan Parry
Bill and Nancy Paschal#
Lan Paschal
Claire H. Payne
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Perrine#
Thomas and Carol Phelan
Whitney Pierpont
Anne Poole
Dana and Carolyn Pope
Ziggy Poplina
Donna Postma
Richard and Michele Powers
Thomas and Viola Powrie, Jr.
Dr. Robert Presson and Elizabeth M’Ilwain
Rick and Kay Preston
Brian Quackenbush
Dennis and Marcia Quinn#
Jason G. Rabun
Joseph and Susan Raich
Hailee A. Raker
Angela D. Rauie
Randy and Debbie Reed
Dr. and Mrs. John R.T. Reeves#
J. Steven Renkert and Amelia Renhart-Thomas
Betsy Rice
Arthur W. Rich
Kathryn Richie
The Riding School
Susan T. Rindal
Ernst and Ulla Ringle
Chris Riviere#
Forrest Roberts
Kristen Robertson
Robert and Jean Rohland
Tom and Christine Rolka
Lorraine Rowan
Walter and Laura Rowan
Gil and Jane Anne Royal#
Hymn Rubin, III
Bettina Ruckelshaus
Alexandra L. Rush
Kim Russell
Rip Russell and Hallie Glennie
Robert R. Russell
Carol Ryder#
Marilynn and Dean Sackett#
Tacie Saltonstall
Peter and Lynn Sampson
Sand River Woman’s Club of Aiken
Paul and Beth Sauerborn
Scarlett Schall
Bradley and Bettina Scherer
Kristin L. Schlachter
Christian Schley
Tim and Shelly Schmidt#
Phillip Schwab and Susan Murdoch
Russ and Jean Schwalbert
Lynn Caffee Scrivner
Eliza Sharp
Molly Sharp
Michael Shea and Linda Emerson
Karen Sheppard
Dr. and Mrs. Michael J. Shortsleeve
Jerry and Amy Shumpert
Nancy Marks and Steve Silver
Tim and Monte Simmons#
Andy Miller and Susan Sisco
David Slauwine
Richard and Darlene Smalley
Hank and Jenna Smalling#
Gary E. Smith and Helen Belenca#
Lynn Smith#
Garret and Brigitte Smith
Lionel and Dorothy Smith
Richard and Donna Smith#
Steven and Amanda Smith
Frank Starcher
James Stewart Jr.
Todd Stilp#
Mr. and Mrs. Dacre Stoker
Robert and Judi Storey#
Anne Stroud
Patty and Gary Stumbaugh#
Peter and Nancy Stwertka
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Summer
Grace Sutz
Susan Tanner
Bill and Donna Taylor
Dale and Marilynn Theesfeld
John and Kathy Theissen#
William Ashley Thiem
Julia Thieriot
Mrs. Charles Thomas
Mark and Jane Page Thompson
Judith and Christina Thompson
Linda L. Tichnor
Lee and Chris Tifton
Tim Frommer
Charlie and Colleen Timmerman
Lucy Tower
Douglas and Peggy Tribert
Mr. and Mrs. W. Bennett Tucker#
Susan Tuttle
William and Carolyn Tyler
University of SC Aiken
Ashley G. Urso
Ms. Tiui Vainu
A. B. Van Liew#
Nancy Van Pelt
Linda Vanderslice
Kirk VanZee
Ray B. Vaughters, Jr., MD#
Dick and Pam Verenes#
Hugh L. Verens
Susan Vine and Joan Blood
Mr. and Mrs. Wolf von Teichman
Dr. Charmaine E. Wilson and Mr. T. J. Voss
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Wade#
Brad and Nancy Walker#
David Walker
Alice and Doug Walker#
Joseph and Melissa Walker
Priscilla Walker
Sara P. Wampole
William and Lynn Ward
Steven and Mellissa Warden
Gracie and Jerry Waters
Rich and Jan Waugh
Howard and Susan Wayt, Jr.
James and Suzanne Weed
Harry Weeks, Jr.##
Thomas and Drew Weeks
Julie Weir
Bill and Nelda Wert
Bill and Sue Western#
Miriam Whelan
Nancy White
Ann Wicander and
Joseph Vaillancourt
Wild Oaks, LLC
J. Neel Williams
Will and Ellen Williams
Alan and Brenda Williams
Oliver and Linda Wolcott
James and Martha Wolf
Santana Wright
Mary Anne Young
Senator and Mrs. Thomas Young
Kitty Yundt
Anna W. Zouck#

Membership
Gifts Up to $99

Anonymous
Felipe A. Acero
George W. Adams
Robert and Elizabeth Alexander*
Camilla Alexander
William and Kim Allen
Ashbrooke Equestrian Center, LLC
Christina Baker
Charlotte R. Baxter*
Pixie Baxter*
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Beehler*
Patti Bennett
Kathryn Carlisle Judd Biddle
Katy Blackwell-Spencer
James Blalock
Laura Boatwright#
Donna and Kelly Boik*
Lori Bolgla
Judith Bovitz
Mary Anne Boyden
Stan and Joanne Brosz
Barbara Austin Brown*
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Brown*
James and Dorothy Bryan-Kanda
Dan and Michele Bullington*
Hitchcock Woods Foundation Contributors

Gary and Helen Stapleton
D. Stebbins
Terry and Becky Stern
Steven and Amber Long
Dr. and Mrs. Shane Stewart
David Stinson
Allen B. Struthers
Kerry Stubbs
George Synder
Gregory and Betsy Szymski
Sarah Taylor
Kevin and Karen Tempel
Julie Thieriot
Mary Lu Thompson
Michelle Thompson
Nancy D. Thorne
Pamela and Rickie Thornton#
Anne Torreyson Magerkurth and
Win Magerkurth
Bill and Halley Townsend
Howard and Carol Trachtenberg
Debbie Thrasher
Janice Traversy
Trenton Chapter NSDAR
Dr and Mrs. Andrew Tucker
Martha Van Nierop
Meredith Van Pelt
Clayton Vaughters
Chelsea Vecchiarelli

Vernon and Catherine Jones
Daniel and Katelin Villiers
Charles H. Wagner
Mackie J. and Frieda L. Walker
Tom and Celeste Walton
Nannie von Stade Ward#
Sandi Warzeka
Leo and Sylvia Watts
Ann Willbrand#
Bruce and Georgia Williams
Tom and Christie Williams
Kelli Willoughby
Barbara Wilson
Nancy Wimberley
Bill and Marilyn Winn
Amy Wright
Dikran and Sharon Yapoujian
Tracey Young

Lifetime Patrons

Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation
Mrs. Paddy Ann Burns
Dr. Elizabeth Carey
Edgar T. Cato Foundation
Elizabeth Darden
David and Nancy Hathaway
Margaret Mellon Hitchcock Foundation
Robert and Jane Hottensen
Robert K. Johnson Foundation
Richard and Sara McNeil
Mrs. George Ohrstrom
David and Joanna Samson
The Seymour H. Knox Foundation, Inc.
David Trachtenberg and Rick Wilson
Jesse and Connie Young
Angel Award: The Hitchcock Woods Foundation is the proud recipient of the Angel Award by the SC Secretary of State, for exemplifying efficient and effective nonprofit charitable work. To be selected as an Angel, the charity must have devoted 80 percent or more of its total expenditures to charitable programs; the charity must have been in existence for three or more years; the charity must make good use of volunteer services; the charity must receive minimal funding from grants; and the charity must be in compliance with the South Carolina Solicitation of Charitable Funds Act.
Cover Photo: At the end of a prescribed burn with the sun filtering lazily through the tree tops, the white smoke was high overhead shutting out the direct sunlight. As of June 30, 2019, the burn team has conducted prescribed burns to over 600 acres in Hitchcock Woods. Photo courtesy of Bennett Tucker.